
suzuki key fob

Made of flexible rubber, key fob features the Suzuki 
Corporate Logo. Dealers order in packs of three.

990A0-19015 Suzuki Key Fob

suzuki mug

Large capacity ceramic mug with Suzuki logo. Dealers 
order in packs of 4.

990A0-99015 Black Mug with Suzuki Logo

suzuki stadium cup

22oz.plastic cup features Suzuki logo. Dealers order in 
packs of 5. 

990A0-99017 Blue Cup with Suzuki Logo

99950-19372

suzuki merchandise bag – plastic

99950-19371

suzuki merchandise bag – paper

990A0-99038

folding chair

990A0-99068

suzuki floor mat  
by matrix concepts

990A0-99067

suzuki bench top mat  
by matrix concepts

990A0-19015

suzuki key fob

990A0-99017

suzuki stadium cup

990A0-99015

suzuki mug

990A0-99011

suzuki tie down

 promotional



suzuki banners and pennants

Big, bright, bold Suzuki banners can help publicize your 
next open house or boating event.

99950-19317 String Pennant  50’

99950-19369 Vinyl Stadium Banner  4’ x 20’

99950-19375 Vinyl Logo Banner  3’ x 10’

logo decals

Thermal die-cut vinyl Official Suzuki logo available in sizes 
from 4” to 20”. Dealers order in packs of 5. 

99950-19245 Suzuki Logo  4”

99950-19245-MED Suzuki Logo  12”

99950-19245-LRG Suzuki Logo  20”

99950-19255 “S” Logo Sheet

99950-19256 “S” Logo  4”

suzuki barricade tape 

Printed with the Suzuki logo, barricade tape contains 
1000 feet per roll.

99950-19032 Barricade Tape  1000 feet

tie down

Heavy duty 1-1/2” x 6’ tie downs feature a built-in soft 
tie with imprinted Team Suzuki logo into the webbing. 
Strong 5000lb rated breaking strength webbing attached 
to 2000lb rated 3/8” vinyl coated hooks, handcrafted 
cambuckles with aluminum die cast lever.

990A0-99011 Suzuki Tie Down

suzuki merchandise bags

Available in your choice of paper or plastic with Suzuki 
graphics in 500 piece packages.

99950-19371 Paper  12” H x 6” W

99950-19372 Plastic  13” H x 12” W

folding chair

The Folding Chair is perfect for the next backyard 
barbecue or a day at the lake. Features logos on the front 
and back and drink holders on each arm rest. Folds for 
easy storage in the handy carrying bag provided.

990A0-99038 Suzuki Logo Folding Chair

floor mat by matrix concepts

Chemical resistant PVC mats for your work bench and 
shop floor. Bench mat measures 18” x 20” and suited 
for use on your work bench or truck’s tailgate – keeping 
parts clean and together. Floor mat measures 2 ft. x 4 ft. 
and provides a non-slip fatigue reducing surface in the 
shop and superior footing at the track. Both are easily 
rolled up for easy transport and storage in provided netted 
drawstring bag.

990A0-99068 Suzuki Floor Mat  2 ft. X 4 ft.

990A0-99067 Suzuki Bench Top Mat  18” X 20”

99950-19245

logo decal

99950-19255

“s” logo sheet

99950-19256

“s” logo

99950-19317

string pennant

99950-19369 

vinyl stadium banner

99950-19375

vinyl logo banner

99950-19032

suzuki barricade tape
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